SARATOV STATE MEDICAL
UNIVERSITY, RUSSIA

This oldest medical university of Russia was founded in
1909. This prominent medical university has got 177
countries ranking for its excellent medical infrastructure.
The high-quality education system brings this university
the world ranking of 4893. This medical institution has
trained many medical professionals since its foundation
day. Moreover, this university offers many facilities for the
candidates.
w

This university provides the facility of co-curriculum,
recreational activities

w

This medical institution has a library facility to the
candidates

w

This medical university offers laboratory facility to the
candidates

w

Even, they offer accommodation facility to the
candidates

Moreover, this university provides many benefits to the
Indian students. The international candidates also get
many benefits here. The list of the benefits is given below
w
w
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This medical institution has global recognition from
MCI
The whole education has been laid out in English
The candidates do not ah veto give any entrance exam
for this university
The candidates who clear medical exam here are
capable of giving MCI screening test
This university has installed 24*7 security system for
the safety of the students
The candidates are given the facility of scholarship also

MANDATORY DOCUMENTS FOR MBBS IN RUSIA
þ
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Health and Travel Insurance.
10th and 12th Marksheets.
Valid Passport and Visa.
Birth Certificate (in English).
Six passport size photographs with white
background.
Six-month bank statement of parents/guardian.
Letter of Authorisation
No Objection Certificate.
Sponsor Letter.
Travel Insurance

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
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Private students are not applicable for MCI Eligibility
criteria but they can get admission in Russian
university.
Student must have scored at least 50% in class 12th
with Physics, Chemistry and Biology as main subjects.
Students belonging to (SC/ST/OBC) need to score at
least 40% in the same subjects.
Qualifying NEET is mandatory for MBBS in Russia.
Though IELTS/TOEFL isn’t a necessity in maximum
Russian Universities, but some of universities make it
mandatory for overseas students.
Student must be 17 years or more.
Completion of 10+2 from a regular board.
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